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Main Idea: Mental disorders are seen as 
– a collection of few crucial psychological processes 
– not separate psychiatric categories  
– as more alike than different



– Background: Why transdiagnostic? 

– Focus on common characteristics, not differences 

– Transdiagnostic mechanisms 

– Identify few active ingredients 

– How might transdiagnostic perspective influence our views on 

mental health? 

– Links to psychodynamic and humanistic psychologies? 



Psychological, biological, social processes that … 

1) … are observed in clinical populations 

2) … are observed in at least 4 different diagnostic categories 

3) … help to explain the presentation of the diagnosis 

4) … are also observed in the general population

What is transdiagnostic?



What is transdiagnostic?



“Transdiagnostic” in article titles



Comorbidity as the starting point: 
– Different diagnostic categories overlap 
considerably with each other



Even the same symptom may apply to many categories





comorbidity originates already at the genetic level:



Developmental perspective







Example: Personality disorders in the forthcoming ICD-11

Current ICD-10: Categories



Mild personality disorder 
There are notable problems in 
many interpersonal relationships 
and the performance of expected 
occupational and social roles, but 
some relationships are maintained 
and/or some roles carried out.

Moderate personality disorder 
There are marked problems in most 
interpersonal relationships and in 
the performance of expected 
occupational and social roles 
across a wide range of situations 
that are sufficiently extensive that 
most are compromised to some 
degree.

Severe personality disorder 
There are severe problems in 
interpersonal functioning affecting 
all areas of life. The individual’s 
general social dysfunction is 
profound and the ability and/or 
willingness to perform expected 
occupational and social roles is 
absent or severely compromised

Example: Personality disorders in the forthcoming ICD-11





Consider the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa …



Emotion regulation

Social skills

… And the different psychological mechanisms associated with anorexia:



Functional perspective: 

– What function does the mechanism serve? 

– How is the mechanism dysfunctional in mental disorders?



– Experiential avoidance 
– Cognitive flexibility 
– Emotional sensitivity & regulation

Some candidates for trans diagnostic mechanisms:



Experiential avoidance
the phenomenon that occurs when a person is 

unwilling to remain in contact with particular private 
experiences (e.g., bodily sensations, emotions, 

thoughts, memories, behavioral predispositions) and 
takes steps to alter the form or frequency of these 
events and the contexts that occasion them, even 

when doing so creates harm



Lack of psychological flexibility





anxiety sensitivity
fear of anxiety-related 

sensations due to the belief 
that these sensations are 

harmful

incapacity to endure the aversive response 
triggered by lack of sufficient information, 

sustained by perception of uncertainty

perceived inability to fully experience 
unpleasant, aversive or uncomfortable 

emotions, accompanied by a desperate need 
to escape the uncomfortable emotions

intolerance to uncertainty

distress intolerance
Emotional sensitivity & regulation







Broader influence?



Broader influence?







Summary: 
– Mental health problems overlap with each other 
– Aim to identify functional psychological mechanisms that underlie  
– Symptoms are still important, but only as indicators of underlying problems 
– Mental disorders are seen on a spectrum of normal–to–dysfunctional 
psychological mechanisms


